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Time with our neighbours
As part of our ongoing drive to build and nurture relationships, we recently hosted a friendly get-together in our
boardroom with some very special people; our neighbours! Through much of our work we have learned the
value of knowing the people you share a street with. And since we’re passionate about people, it all made
sense to get to say more than just ‘good day’ to others who work in Brodie Road.

We’ve done it again!
Pincus Matz has once again been
listed as ABSA’s top performers,
scoring 100% in January.
Our excellent performance
contributes to ensuring that the
Western Cape remains on top of
the national performance chart!

The Greatest Little Birthday Club in Town
Judging by the emails we receive after our monthly Birthday Club breakfasts, we
certainly aren’t the only ones who thoroughly enjoy the time spent celebrating with
our friends and clients. February saw us feasting at Bistro Sixteen82, while the Vineyard
Hotel was the venue in March.

Friendly neighbours?

Contact Pincus Matz for legal advice about neighbourly matters. Serious about law, passionate about people,
we’d love to find the best solution for you.

Celebrating with the
Pincus Matz family
Every month we enjoy a themed
celebration with the Pincus Matz
staff. This is an opportunity for
us to connect with each other in
a relaxed environment, to share
personal stories and of course,
to congratulate those who have
birthdays. Very best wishes go
to Yvonne Khumalo who had a
birthday in January, to Yasmin
Jadwat who celebrated in March,
and Alison Tooley and Melanie
Wilson who look forward to
celebrating their birthdays this
month.
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Snippits
A very big thank you for the delicious Birthday Club breakfast enjoyed last
Thursday. The venue was stunning, the food great and the company friendly.
What a lovely morning! Louela Honey
Thank you for the photo. We certainly all look happy and relaxed after a delicious and
sophisticated breakfast! Many thanks for including me in your birthday club celebrations.
As always it was great to be in your company. Lisel Blake
Thank you so much for a most enjoyable breakfast at the most stunning venue. Robyn Middleton (Nedbank)
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